
Salary Schedule Placement* 
 
Guidelines for Outside Experience: All new licensed hires will be placed at Lane A. Additional lanes will be awarded based upon the 
following guidelines: 

1. Completed years of full-time experience under a state license: 
a. 8-14 years - Placement at Lane B 
b. 15-21 years - Placement at Lane C  
c. 22+ years - Placement at Lane D 

2. Hired into a hard to fill position (District discretion) - 1 additional lane 
 
Education Level Placement: Credits above your highest degree must be documented on an official university transcript and have 
been completed after the conferred date of your highest degree. 
 
Salary Placement for Positions Less than 0.5 FTE: If the employee is hired below a 0.5 FTE, the employee shall be paid at the BA, 
Lane A salary and prorated to the contracted FTE.  
 
*The 196 day schedule is for counselors and specific TOSA positions. All other licensed staff fall under the 186 day schedule.  
 
 



BVEA - UNIT B Licensed Staff Salary Schedule

Salary Schedule Effective August 1, 2021

186 Day Calendar
BA BA+12 BA+24 BA+36 MA MA+12 MA+24 MA+36 MA+48 MA+60 PhD

A $49,015 $51,466 $54,038 $56,740 $62,557 $65,684 $68,967 $72,415 $76,037 $79,839 $83,833
B $49,872 $52,365 $54,983 $57,734 $63,806 $66,998 $70,349 $73,863 $77,747 $81,637 $85,719
C $50,745 $53,282 $55,945 $58,744 $65,082 $68,338 $71,757 $75,341 $79,497 $83,473 $87,646
D $51,634 $54,215 $56,926 $59,772 $66,384 $69,704 $73,190 $76,850 $81,287 $85,349 $89,618
E $52,536 $55,163 $57,920 $60,817 $67,712 $71,100 $74,653 $78,386 $83,118 $87,271 $91,634
F $56,130 $58,936 $61,884 $69,066 $72,520 $76,147 $79,954 $84,985 $89,235 $93,698
G $59,966 $62,965 $70,446 $73,970 $77,667 $81,553 $86,897 $91,243 $95,804
H $64,068 $71,856 $75,451 $79,222 $83,183 $88,855 $93,294 $97,959
I $73,293 $76,957 $80,808 $84,849 $90,854 $95,392 $100,164
J $74,758 $78,498 $82,424 $86,545 $92,898 $97,541 $102,418
K $80,067 $84,073 $88,275 $94,990 $99,735 $104,722
L $85,754 $90,042 $97,126 $101,978 $107,077
M $91,843 $99,310 $104,275 $109,489
N $101,547 $106,619 $111,953
O $109,020 $114,470
P $111,473 $117,046
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BVEA - UNIT B Licensed Staff Salary Schedule

Salary Schedule Effective August 1, 2021

196 Day Calendar
BA BA+12 BA+24 BA+36 MA MA+12 MA+24 MA+36 MA+48 MA+60 PhD

A $51,649 $54,232 $56,944 $59,792 $65,920 $69,216 $72,676 $76,311 $80,125 $84,131 $88,340
B $52,553 $55,180 $57,941 $60,837 $67,235 $70,600 $74,129 $77,836 $81,928 $86,025 $90,327
C $53,473 $56,146 $58,954 $61,903 $68,583 $72,011 $75,612 $79,391 $83,771 $87,959 $92,358
D $54,409 $57,129 $59,987 $62,986 $69,951 $73,452 $77,124 $80,982 $85,656 $89,940 $94,437
E $55,361 $58,129 $61,036 $64,088 $71,352 $74,920 $78,667 $82,600 $87,585 $91,963 $96,561
F $59,148 $62,105 $65,210 $72,780 $76,419 $80,240 $84,252 $89,555 $94,033 $98,734
G $63,191 $66,352 $74,235 $77,948 $81,844 $85,936 $91,569 $96,147 $100,956
H $67,511 $75,720 $79,506 $83,482 $87,655 $93,632 $98,310 $103,228
I $77,232 $81,095 $85,151 $89,408 $95,740 $100,523 $105,548
J $78,780 $82,717 $86,855 $91,198 $97,892 $102,785 $107,924
K $84,372 $88,592 $93,022 $100,097 $105,097 $110,353
L $90,363 $94,883 $102,347 $107,461 $112,837
M $96,781 $104,650 $109,881 $115,375
N $107,005 $112,352 $117,970
O $114,881 $120,625
P $117,465 $123,338
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